Billions of people use social media every day, and the number of users are growing rapidly. That trend has been changing not only our life style but the way of our business. Especially, young people are using social media heavily. Therefore, it is important to understand and use young people's words to make better communication. This paper describes our preliminary study of conversion method from standard Japanese into young people's words using latest AI technologies. We use word2vec in order to quickly analyze and grasp features of those words. The corpus we used for the training and testing is from Japanese microblogging, where we can obtain various types of data from wide range of generations. Based on the analysis result, we confirmed that we might be able to classify standard words and young people's words using SVM with around 70% accuracy. Finally, we made preliminary conversion test. The test result showed that our approach using word2vec and SVM seems promising.
Introduction
With the latest spread of communication using social media, sharing opinions each other has become quite common, especially among young generations. Because billions of people use social media every day, and the number of users are growing rapidly, that trend has been changing not only our life style but also the way of our business. Usually people use different type of colloquial expressions depend on the generations. Therefore, it is important to understand and use such expressions in terms of business applications. Among various generations, young people's words are quite different from the standard expressions. To make better communication with those generations, it is effective to utilize young people's colloquial words. One of the promising web-based application is so-called "Chatbot". Such dialog system applications are becoming very important for industries because of the necessity of reducing human resources. However, at the same time industries require natural and attractive dialog platform. We aim to construct a basic framework for converting the response of the existing dialog system to a young people's words which is a crumbled representation from a standard word. This paper describes our preliminary study of conversion method from standard Japanese into young people's words using latest AI technologies. We use word2vec in order to generate a vector space, in our case around 200 dimensions. Word vectors are positioned in the vector space, and words which have common contexts are located in closely in the space. For example 「めっちゃ」,「すごい 」. These two words mean 「very」in Japanese, and very close locations. The corpus we used for the training and testing is from Japanese microblogging, where we can obtain various types of data from wide range of generations. Based on the word2vec conversion result, we looked into the vector space and confirmed that the standard words and the equivalent young people's words can be extracted from the word2vec output. Our approach is to use word2vec to extract the words which have same meaning but different type of expressions. Then we use SVM as a classifier to discriminate standard words and colloquial words. Finally, we try to replace the standard expressions by the colloquial expressions.
Training of word2vec

Basic principle of Word2vec
Distributed representations of words in a vector space help developing algorithms to achieve better performance in natural language processing tasks by grouping similar words. To be able to analyze and grasp features of various types of words, we use word2vec (4) because it is a kind of auto encoder and it can quickly convert words into vectors. word2vec is one of the powerful method of natural language processing. Those word vectors are placed into hundreds dimension vector space. Then, we can calculate distance and direction between words. That means we can research co-occurrence information of each words. In brief, Using vector space, similar words can be grouped and similarity value can be calculated.
Continuous Bag-of-Words(CBOW)
CBOW is one of the word2vec training method. CBOW uses both the n words before and after the target word W(t) to predict it as shown in Figure 1 . As a result of dimensional compression, vector space is generated. 
Development of distributed word representations
We acquire distributed representations by learning with word2vec and analyze those learned vectors to see various linguistic regularities and patterns. Since we are focusing on young people's words, a good place to start is to create young people's word dictionary. Based on the vector patterns of the dictionary, we can explore the characteristics of young people's words. The basic learning process shows in Figure 2 . 
Create young people's word dictionary
There are a couple of web sites which have a set of young people's words and thesaurus. With refer to those information, we have created a small dictionary which has standard expressions versus young people's expressions. Table 1 shows an example of the dictionary. Table 1 . Part of bilingual dictionary.
Collection of real-world test corpus
For the training and testing, we looked at some of Japanese microblog sites. We used 230 keywords extracted from the dictionary to search appropriate texts in the gathered data between November and January 15 th 2016. Figure 3 shows an example of our corpus. Fig. 3 . An example of collected twitter data.
Morphological analysis
Automatic morphological analysis is widely used to be able to make annotated corpora. We used Mecab (5) to make segmentation of an input string into a sequence of units and assignment of part of speech (POS) tags. Figure 4 shows an example of the Mecab output. Because the IPA dictionary for Mecab has almost no young people's words, we added our young people's word dictionary and some more words into the user dictionary for the Mecab operation. 
Word2vec Training
Word2vec is a particularly computationally-efficient predictive model for learning word embeddings from raw text. In order to learn the corpus, we conducted the following options. Table 2 shows the actual parameters of word2vec. Table 2 . Option of word2vec.
"Size" is the number of dimensions. "Window" is the setting the number of words before and after the word to be estimated as described in the 2.2. We used 5 before and after the initial setting this time. Min-count exclude words whose number of occurrences of words is 30 or less. Learning is conducted using the corpus created in the preceding clause.
Feature analysis of young people's words
Analysis method
From the word2vec output you can acquire 100 dimensional word vector data. Fig.5 plots the axes of the primary and secondary components converted by t-sne method in terms of adverb group related to "とても",very in Japanese, and adjective group related to "可愛い", cute in Japanese. The t-sne method shows a probability distribution over pairs of low-dimensional objects. Next, we focused only on adjective group "可愛い" , "かわいい" and "ぎゃんかわ". We picked up those words from the young people's word dictionary and visualize the positional relationship of the words using the t-sne method. (Fig.6) Then, clustering analysis was tested using both ward method and k-means method. From these result, it is difficult to see clear separation. Figure 7 ~ 9 shows the ten most closest word lists to the word either "可愛い", "かわいい " or "ぎゃんかわ" . It seems these three words are very close, however, when we tested k-means clustering with total cluster number is either 6 or 20. Figure 10 and Figure 11 shows which cluster those words belong to. The young people's word "ぎゃん かわ" is not in the same cluster as "可愛い", "かわいい " .
From those results, we tried to find the boundary between young people's words and others. Also, you can find quite frequent co-occurrence between young people's words and special emotional symbols such as "!!!!!!", "ah ah ah" or "wwwwwwww". This is a powerful tip to search for the young people's words, and even we can use these symbols to convert standard expression into more casual ones. 
SVM
From our preliminary experiment results, we can see that the similar words have close in the vector space and young people's words seems to have different features from the standard expressions. To be able to investigate such hypothesis more clearly, we performed another experiment using SVM to find the boundary. We labeled 234 words which are both standard expressions and young people's words. It was 74.7% of accuracy as a result of guessing word types. That result was encouraging, and we tried to make a simple word conversion test.
Conversion test
We performed simple classification test using word2vec and SVM. The basic steps are as follows.
(1) Detect an adverb from an input sentence which is converted into young people's expression.
(2) Find top 60 words similar to that adverb in terms of the cosine similarity distance using word2vec.
(3) Classify those 60 words using SVM, and discard the words which were classified as standard expressions.
(4) Also discard emotional symbol words using SVM.
(5) Replace that adverb by the word which is the closest word in the remaining words.
Conversion result
A result of the conversion test with 6 test sentences are as follows; Fig. 12 . Example of conversion.
We were able to convert these test sentences into young people's expression with reasonably good quality. However, there are some inadequate connections. Because the test corpus size was relatively small, it was difficult to find enough amount of candidates.
Conclusion
We investigated the possibility of conversion between standard Japanese expression and young people's expression. We utilized word2vec in order to quickly analyze and grasp features of those words. The corpus we used for the training and testing is from Japanese microblogging, where we can obtain various types of data from wide range of generations. Based on the analysis result, we confirmed that we might be able to classify standard words and young people's words using SVM with around 70% accuracy. Then, we made a preliminary conversion test. The test result showed that our approach using word2vec and SVM seems promising. However, large number of test sentences need to be tested with large corpus to be able to tune the conversion accuracy. In order to improve the performance, the following problems need to be solved. 1) We need to put more large number of young people's words into the corpus and dictionary to make both morphological analysis and conversion more accurately.
2) We should use not only word-level data, but also phrase-level information so that the conversion algorithm can handle more natural sounding expressions.
3) Depending on the part-of-speech, we need to figure out more detailed conversion rules or exceptional rules.
We will work on those issues as our future work.
